GIVE INTEL. GET AMAZING.

Intel Holiday Look Book 2018
DON’T JUST GIVE ANY GIFT...
POWER THEIR GREATEST CONTRIBUTION

The hottest gifts this season are the newest experiences enabled by technology, and Intel is enabling the ecosystem to create PCs to help power your greatest contribution.

From new 8th Gen Intel® Core™ mobile processors optimized for connectivity and long battery life to All-in-One powerhouses for unleashing creativity to gaming rigs that play, stream and record with ease on all new 9th Gen Intel® Core™ desktop processors, there’s no better gift than the perfect PC.

#PoweringContribution

GIVE INTEL. GET AMAZING.
Adaptable 2 in 1

**HP SPECTRE FOLIO**

The HP* Spectre Folio is the world's first leather convertible PC, powered by an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processor.

- Innovative fan-less thermal design leverages the unique qualities of leather to create an experience that feels cool and comfortable in the hand or lap
- HP worked with Bang & Olufsen to expertly tune the four front-facing speakers for a superb audio experience in any of the device's positions
- Up to 18 hours of battery life
- Optional ultrafast, Intel® Gigabit-class 4G LTE for an always-connected PC experience
- Innovative low-power, 1-watt FHD display
- Starting at $1,329.99
The Dell* Inspiron 17 7000 2 in 1 with an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processor provides high performance so you can conquer your workload.

- The first 17-inch 2 in 1 on the market, making it easy to see your work in its entirety on the Full HD IPS wide-viewing angle screen
- Dell's CinemaStream, powered by Smart Byte, delivers a virtually lag-free video streaming experience
- Play the latest games or enjoy your favorite entertainment with ease with a dedicated GPU

**Starting at $879**
The new Microsoft® Surface Go is small, strong, and ready for your next adventure. Designed for everyday work and play, it gives you laptop performance with tablet portability and long battery life.

- Microsoft’s smallest, lightest Surface yet: 10-inch and starting at just 1.15 lbs.
- Powerful Intel® Pentium® Gold processor 4415Y
- Run day-to-day software like Office and tackle everyday tasks, from browsing, shopping, and email to social media, homework and streaming shows
- Stunning, high-resolution touchscreen that you'll love watching and writing on
- Up to 9 hours² of unplugged power
- Starting at $399

Surface Pen, Type Cover and mouse sold separately.
Adaptable 2 in 1

Microsoft Surface Laptop 2

Go beyond the traditional with new Microsoft* Surface Laptop 2. Sleek and light, with the speed and performance to help make every day more productive.

- The clean, elegant Surface Laptop 2 starts at just 2.76 lbs., fitting easily in your bag with a thin and light design
- Choose from rich tone-on-tone color combinations: platinum, burgundy and cobalt blue, plus new classic black
- Speed and performance to do what you want, with the latest 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processor
- All-day battery life, with up to 14.5 hours of video playback
- Vibrant 13.5-inch PixelSense display with interactive touchscreen and razor-sharp resolution
- **Starting at $999**
Unplug. Pack light. Get productive your way, all day, with the new Microsoft* Surface Pro 6 with the latest 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processor.

- A best-in-class laptop with the versatility of a studio and tablet
- Ultra-slim and light, starting at just 1.70 lbs.
- Up to 13.5 hours of video playback
- Now in a choice of two classic colors: platinum or bold, new black
- Pair with our Signature Type Cover in luxurious Alcantara material and rich colors for a full keyboard experience

Starting at $899
The Acer Swift 3 with 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processor is your companion—it’s at your side throughout the day to take on whatever the day brings.

- Accomplish tasks quickly with the password-free Windows* Hello finger print reader, hands-free Cortana* and Amazon* Alexa
- Up to 15.6-inch screen with a narrow bezel helps you immerse yourself in games and movies
- Select models available with 4G LTE for an always-connected experience
- Easy to take on the go at between just 14.9mm – 18.7mm thin
- Up to 10 hours of battery life
- Intel® Optane™ memory options give you amazing responsiveness
- Starting at $499
The new Lenovo* IdeaPad 730S with an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor and Thunderbolt™ 3 can help you multitask with ease and provide exceptional performance at a premium level.

- The thinnest consumer IdeaPad notebook yet at just 11.9mm
- Encased in sandblasted premium aluminum
- 13.3-inch FHD wide-angle display and razor-thin bezel edging
- Up to 10 hours of battery life and able to charge to 2 hours of battery life in as few as 15 minutes

**Starting at $999.99**
The ASUS ZenBook S UX391 has the power you want with an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 up to 4.00 GHz – but keeps its cool with a copper-alloy heat pipe and liquid-crystal polymer fan.

- Crafted from premium aluminum for an all-metal finish that is less than 0.5 inch thin, and weighs only 2.2 lbs.
- 13.3-inch UHD 4K touch display that supports stylus, 178-degree viewing angles and NanoEdge* bezel
- Exclusive ErgoLift* hinge automatically tilts the keyboard to the most comfortable typing position
- Up to 11 hours of battery life and charges up to 60 percent in as few as 49 minutes
- Harman Kardon*-certified speakers for high-quality surround-sound audio

Starting at $1,199
ASUS ZenBook Pro 15 UX580GE

The ASUS* ZenBook Pro 15 UX580GE has up to an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i9 to help you get more done on the go.

- Adaptive Screenpad design helps you launch your favorite apps with a single tap, or extend your screen for more viewing options
- 15.6-inch UHD 4K touch display with factory-calibrated color accuracy validated by PANTONE* and an 83 percent screen-to-body ratio with NanoEdge* bezel for more display and less bezel
- Seamless 4K video playback, photo editing, and more with up to NVIDIA* GeForce GTX1050Ti 4GB
- Charges up to 60 percent in only 49 minutes
- Harman Kardon*-certified speakers provide high-quality surround-sound onboard audio

Starting at $1,799
Google* Pixel Slate is made to deliver brilliant entertainment, portable performance and everything you love about Google for how you live and work today.

- Powered by an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ m3, i5 or i7 processor or Intel® Celeron® processor
- 12.3-inch Molecular Display* with 293 ppi for a sharp picture; plus, a premium audio experience from dual front-firing speakers
- Get more done with powerful multitasking tools including split-screen and collaboration apps like Google Docs, Sheets, and Slides
- Full-sized, backlit Pixel Slate Keyboard with ultra-quiet Hush Keys and an extra-large trackpad to get more done
- Use Pixelbook Pen to write, draw and design with virtually no lag®

- **Pixel Slate**: starting at $599
- **Pixel Slate Keyboard**: $199
- **Pixelbook Pen**: $99

*This device has not been authorized as required by the rules of the FCC, Industry Canada or CE. This device is not, and may not be, offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased, until authorization is obtained.*
Unlock the power of Chromebooks with access to your favorite Chrome Web Store apps and millions of Android apps on the ASUS Chromebook Flip C302 with an Intel Core processor.

- Flexible 360-degree hinge and 12.5-inch Full-HD touchscreen lets you use the C302 in tablet or laptop mode
- Lightweight at 2.65 lbs. with the protection of a sleek aluminum metal body
- Starts up in seconds and has up to 10 hours of battery life
- Intel Core processor with up to 64GB storage and 16GB RAM for the performance to execute CPU intensive apps like 3D games or editing apps
- Starting at $499
The CORSAIR* ONE answers the call for a fast, quiet, small and beautiful gaming PC, available with new 9th Gen Intel® Core™ processors.

- Sleek aluminum chassis that's extremely resistant to surface wear
- Specifically designed to deliver true VR and 4K content to your desktop, living room and den, with powerful liquid cooling on both the CPU and GPU
- Customizable LED detailing
- Starting at $2,500
The HP* Omen 880 is gaming perfected. Available with new 9th Gen Intel® Core™ processors for cinematic experiences in 4K, FHD and immersive VR, you'll move from average gamer to gaming legend in no time.

- Intel® Optane™ memory options for amazing responsiveness
- All-around edge vents, a 120mm front fan and optional liquid cooling help ensure you stay cool under pressure
- Cinematic experiences in 4K, FHD and more, including immersive VR
- Starting at $1,199.99
Gaming is evolving with systems like the Dell* Alienware Aurora. Designed for virtual reality with up to 9th Gen Intel® Core™ i9 processors and engineered with optional liquid cooling and tool-less access.

• Intel® Optane™ memory for amazing responsiveness, leading to a smooth, uncompromising performance

• Certified by HTC* Vive and Oculus* as VR-ready, so you can become part of whatever game you choose

• Provides optimal air intake on the front and right panels and an exhaust fan on top for maximum airflow and cooling of internal components

Starting at $899.99
Get into seamless gaming with the performance-optimized Intel® NUC 8 VR machine. It’s powerful. It’s fast. And it’s tiny. Just see where it can take you—and where you can take it.

- Tuned for high performance with an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-8809G with Radeon® RX Vega M graphics
- Includes front and rear HDMI ports, two mini display ports, two Thunderbolt™ 3 ports and seven USB ports
- At just 1.2L, the system packs all of the performance of a desktop tower in a device that can fit in the palm of your hand
- Starting at $910
Ultimate Gaming

LENOVO LEGION C730 CUBE

Don’t let the compact size of this gaming desktop fool you—the Lenovo* Legion C730 Cube available with up to 9th Gen Intel® Core™ i9 processors and Intel® Optane™ memory has all the hardware and responsiveness you need for a breathtakingly immersive gaming performance.

- Iron Gray chassis with refined front grill exterior with fully transparent top panel for bird’s-eye view into the heart of the machine
- One-press button accessibility for tool-free customization
- Optional overclocked7 32GB CORSAIR DDR4 memory
- Up to 512GB M.2 PCIe SSD and 2x 2TB HDD storage
- Dolby* Atmos’ deep, dynamic sound; NVIDIA* and Radeon* VR-ready
- Starting at $1299.99
ROG* brings hardcore gaming to an even thinner design framed by super-narrow bezels. Innovative engineering cools its 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor and GeForce* GTX 1070 with Max-Q design.

- 15.6-inch High Refresh Rate 144Hz 3ms IPS-Type Display with a slim 6.5mm bezel
- 0.62-inch thin and 4.6 lbs. with a magnesium alloy body and aluminum cover
- ROG Active Aerodynamic System (AAS) with upgraded 12v fans and anti-dust tunnels to preserve cooling performance and system stability
- Customizable 4-zone ASUS* AURA RGB Gaming Keyboard*

• Starting at $1,899
Reshape the way you work with a new All-in-One desktop assistant, the Acer* Aspire Z24 with an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processor.

- Supports both Cortana* and Alexa* with a four-microphone setup with far-field technology to make sure that Cortana and Alexa can hear you
- Crisp, touchable 23.8-inch FHD IPS borderless display to immerse yourself in content
- Intel® Optane™ memory for amazing responsiveness
- Starting at $899
Looking to cut the cord? The HP* Envy 34 All-in-One with Alexa* might be your solution to combining entertainment and work on one, simple, powerful device.

- Powered by an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ processor
- 34-inch curved screen helps to create rich content or enjoy immersive entertainment for work or play
- Intel® Optane™ memory options for amazing responsiveness
- **Starting at $1,749.99**
Give yourself the power to create with the ASUS* Zen 27-inch All-in-One that delivers amazing performance and can handle graphics-intensive tasks.

- Powerful 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-8700T processor 2.4 GHz and GeForce* GTX 1050 4GB for smooth multimedia playback and productivity
- UHD (2840x2160) 4k 27-inch display, PANTONE* validated with factory-calibrated color accuracy
- Ergonomically designed stand with tilt, swivel and height adjustments for the perfect viewing position
- Control your PC effortlessly with 10-point multitouch input
- Starting at $1999
The new Dell* Inspiron 27 7000 powered by up to an 8th Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor is an ultrathin and ultra-stylish All-in-One.

- Dell Cinema optimizations for color, sound and streaming, and smooth and fast performance, provide an exceptional 4K entertainment experience
- Virtually borderless InfinityEdge* display makes viewing experiences cinematic
- HDMI-in allows you to turn the Inspiron into a 4K screen for a gaming console or other device
- Available with Intel® Optane™ SSD m.2
- Optional touch screen
- Starting at $999.99
The ASUS Blue Cave is an elegantly designed dual-band wireless router powered by Intel technology.

- Includes Smart Home Integration and AiMesh* for whole-home mesh Wi-Fi coverage
- With the Intel® Home Wi-Fi Chipset, it has the capacity to handle the simultaneous data demands of the multiple connected devices
- Built-in security with Trend Micro* Antivirus
- Starting at $179
The D-Link* D-Fend Wi-Fi Security Router is powered by Intel technology and combines high-performance networking, security features, and easy setup to help increase security for devices on your home network.

- Delivers powerful Wi-Fi connectivity to numerous connected devices at the same time with the Intel® Home Wi-Fi Chipset
- Includes free 5-year McAfee Secure Home Platform* + 2-year McAfee* Antivirus subscription for unlimited devices
- **Starting at $229**
- **Availability: December 2018**

D-LINK D-FEND
The Archer* C2700 is a fully featured AC2600 Wi-Fi router that offers a far-reaching, ultra-fast Wi-Fi experience with simple setup.

- With the Intel® Home Wi-Fi Chipset, the router signal is optimized to deliver a smooth signal to multiple devices at the same time
- Enhanced security with TP-Link* HomeCare
- **Starting at $169**
- **Availability: December 2018**
ALL-NEW AMAZON ECHO SHOW

The all-new Amazon* Echo Show is powered by an Intel Atom® processor and has a display that comes alive to show song lyrics and album art from Amazon Music, live TV and sports from Hulu*, and movies and shows from Prime Video.

- Features a new look, a vibrant 10.1-inch HD screen, built-in smart home hub to set up Zigbee*-compatible devices, and improved premium speakers for crisp, stereo sound
- With eight microphones and far-field technology, Alexa can hear you even while music is playing

$229
Once you get the perfect PC, it's important to keep your PC updated to help keep it better protected. Intel is working with the National Cyber Security Alliance to remind desktop and laptop computer owners of the importance of updating their systems when notified by system manufacturers and operating system vendors. Having the latest system updates, security software, web browser and operating system are some of the best ways to help keep devices secure, protect data and deliver an amazing computing experience.

To learn more, visit staysafeonline.org
1 Sold separately

2 Microsoft Surface Go battery life: Up to 9 hours of battery life for local video playback. Testing conducted by Microsoft in June 2018 using preproduction Intel® Pentium® Gold processor 4415Y, 128GB, 8GB RAM device. Testing consisted of full battery discharge during video playback. All settings were default except: Wi-Fi was associated with a network and Auto-Brightness disabled. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.

3 Colors available on selected models only. Available colors may vary by store, market, and configuration.

4 Surface Laptop 2 battery life: Up to 14.5 hours of battery life for local video playback. Testing conducted by Microsoft in September 2018 using preproduction Intel® Core™ i5, 256GB, 8 GB RAM device. Testing consisted of full battery discharge during local video playback. All settings were default except: Wi-Fi was associated with a network and Auto-Brightness disabled. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.

5 Surface Pro 6 battery life: Up to 13.5 hours of battery life for local video playback. Testing conducted by Microsoft in August 2018 using preproduction Intel® Core™ i5, 256GB, 8 GB RAM device. Testing consisted of full battery discharge during video playback. All settings were default except: Wi-Fi was associated with a network and Auto-Brightness disabled. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.

6 Select editing apps required.

7 Altering clock frequency or voltage may damage or reduce the useful life of the processor and other system components and may reduce system stability and performance. Product warranties may not apply if the processor is operated beyond its specifications. Check with the manufacturers of system and components for additional details.
Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors.

Performance tests, such as SYSmark* and MobileMark*, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information, visit www.intel.com/benchmarks.

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel.com.

Intel does not control or audit third-party benchmark data or the web sites referenced in this document. You should visit the referenced web site and confirm whether referenced data are accurate.

4G LTE and Gigabit Wi-Fi speeds require equivalent network connection or access point.

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

Intel, the Intel logo, Pentium, Celeron, Intel Atom, Intel Core, Intel Optane and Thunderbolt are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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